
INGENUITY MATTERS

Love Your Constraints, 
Optimize Your Resources,

Advance Your Mission 



A First and Critical Idea



IF YOU WORK IN A COMPLEX AND 
ADAPTIVE SYSTEM, ALL SOLUTIONS 
ARE VULNERABLE AND TEMPORARY 
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The Work of Dave 
Snowden and 
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The Cynefin
Framework
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Snowden and 
Cognitive Edge



You Need Ingenuity 

As a leader, you know the challenges and opportunities never 
end. Because of this, you and your team need to consistently:  

• Find ideas that advance your mission 

• Inventively advance those ideas with the resources you 
have, not the one’s you wish you had 

• Execute with “smart speed,” minimizing unnecessary 
rework, undo’s, and redo’s



WHAT WE’VE 
LEARNED



If you want more ingenuity ...

What is happening before and 
during ingenuity?  

The Process of 
Ingenuity 

Ask



Ingenuity is the mother of innovation.  

Don't try and innovate and
one day you might. 

So...

Another Critical Idea



THE 
FRAMEWORK



THE INGENUITY FRAMEWORK 



See

Explore and Discover Solutions

Delve into challenges and opportunities

with imaginative and solution-side thinking



Problems, gotta love 'em



Two Views of Problems

I can't believe it; 
another problem.

I mean, really? How 
many of these are we 

going to have?

Of course…welcome we’ve
been expecting you. We need

you to provide us the raw
materials for change.







THE MAGIC 
PHRASE



I’VE/WE'VE GOT TO 
FIND A WAY TO...



Breaking Down the Phrase

We’ve got to find a way

Breaking Down the Phrase

We’ve: Tapping the genius of multiple perspectives

Got To: Finding positive urgency to rally and engage

Find a Way: Leveraging constraints and resources



See

Start with a 
Solution Statement



See

Start with a 
Solution Statement

Magic Phrase +



The power of solution side thinking 

Instead of focusing on what's 
wrong, you focus on what you 

want/need 

Solution-Side 
Thinking

Problem-Side 
Thinking

See the problem through the 
soution rather than the other 

way around



P i t c h  l i ke  a n  E n t r e p r e n e u r
Ev a l u a t e  l i ke  a n d  I n v e s t o r  

Why will this work?

Clarify ItJustify It

Is it precise? 



Frame

Design and Act with Intention

Deliberately determine where to

intervene, how to intervene, 

and how to evaluate progress



DOING VERSUS 
INTERVENING



An Important Insight:

Framing is first about “where” before it’s 
about anything else



Here Before There Thinking

The Value of a Good Crisis 



InformsWhere How



The power of deliberate interventions



Leverage Resources and Constraints

Map - and inventively utilize –

And leverage the limits of

Context and culture and resources



Constraints and Limitations: 
The Gift No One Wants

A Powerful Insight





When it comes to available resources…

Watch out for the danger of underutilization

Think broad and deep

Then ask, how do our available resources constrain us?

Articulate the constraint

Determine how to leverage it



Understanding and valuing limits allows you to invent 
inside them and find previously unseen connections 



Create Compelling Urgency

Create compelling and unique reasons

for the work, articulate the realities of

success and failure



The Power of a Well-Connected 
and Articulated “Why” 



Connect the work and the solution to a better future



Don't just say it matters, prove it. 



Upgrade the Moment



Lazy vs. Ingenious Communication 

Lazy

I give little or no thought 
to the connection

I repeat the same phrases 
over and over

I miss linkages to a better future

I allow unchallenged narratives 
to continue 

Ingenious 

I am deliberate in the crafting of 
mission-centered messages

I practice creative redundancy 

I consistently link a better future to 
current work

I shape and weave narratives through 
multiple perspectives  



Brand Your Work, 

Mind Your Words

Name and brand important work

and converse in ways that 

energize and inspire



Words Matter: So Name It

We Name What Matters

Ownership

Identity

Investment



Words Matter: So Name It

When You Name:

Make it realistic (showing the work ahead)

Make it optimistic (revealing a better future)



Words Matter: So Name It



Words Matter: So Name It



Words Matter: So Name It

When You Talk:

Monitor energy 

Infuse inspiration

Avoid toxic pivots



INGENUITY MATTERS

Love Your Constraints, 
Optimize Your Resources,

Advance Your Mission 


